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The sensitivity of primate STS neurons to walking
sequences and to the degree of articulation in static

images
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Abstract: We readily use the form of human figures to determine if they are moving. Human figures that
have arms and legs outstretched (articulated) appear to be moving more than figures where the arms and
legs are near the body (standing). We tested whether neurons in the macaque monkey superior temporal
sulcus (STS), a region known to be involved in processing social stimuli, were sensitive to the degree of
articulation of a static human figure. Additionally, we tested sensitivity to the same stimuli within forward
and backward walking sequences. We found that 57% of cells that responded to the static image of a
human figure was also sensitive to the degree of articulation of the figure. Some cells displayed selective
responses for articulated postures, while others (in equal numbers) displayed selective responses for stand-
ing postures. Cells selective for static images of articulated figures were more likely to respond to movies of
walking forwards than walking backwards. Cells selective for static images of standing figures were more
likely to respond to movies of walking backwards than forwards. An association between form sensitivity
and walking sensitivity could be consistent with an interpretation that cell responses to articulated figures
act as an implied motion signal.
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Introduction

Artists use many tricks to convey information
about movement. One method commonly used is
to illustrate a person with legs and arms out-
stretched or articulated as if the artist had cap-
tured a snapshot of the person mid-stride during
walking or running. When we see such static im-
ages we commonly interpret the human as moving,
walking or running forwards through the scene.
Although no real movement occurs, the articulated
human figure ‘implies’ movement forward by its
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configuration or form. There is considerable evo-
lutionary advantage in this ability to infer infor-
mation about movement from the posture; we can
interpret movement direction and speed from a
momentary glimpse of a figure.

Traditionally, form and motion information
have been thought to be processed along anatomi-
cally separate pathways; relatively little effort has
been spent investigating how the pathways interact
and how motion and form are integrated. Re-
cently, however, three fMRI studies have shown
that the brain structure that processes motion,
hMT+/V5 (Zeki et al., 1991; Watson et al., 1993;
Tootell et al., 1995), is more active to images im-
plying motion when compared to similar images
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where motion in not implied (Kourtzi and
Kanwisher, 2000; Senior et al., 2000; Krekelberg
et al., 2005). In each study very different im-
ages were used to imply motion; Kourtzi and
Kanwisher used images of athletes and animals in
action, Senior et al. used images of moving objects
and Krekelberg et al. used ‘glass patterns’, i.e.,
arrangements of dots suggesting a path of motion.
These papers all argue that information regarding
the form of static images is made available to
hMT+/V5 for coding motion.

Neurons in the monkey homologue of human
hMT+/V5, the medial temporal (MT) and medial
superior temporal (MST) areas, also respond to
glass patterns, where motion is implied (Krekelberg
et al., 2003). Areas MT and MST contain neurons
that respond to motion (Dubner and Zeki, 1971;
Desimone and Ungerleider, 1986) and respond in
correlation with the monkey’s perception of motion
(Newsome et al., 1986; Newsome and Pare, 1988).
Neurons in MT/MST area respond maximally to
movement in one direction; Krekelberg et al. (2003)
showed that they respond preferentially to both
real dot motion and implied motion in the pre-
ferred direction. Presentation of contradictory im-
plied motion and real motion results in a
compromised MT/MST neural response and com-
promises the monkey’s perception of coherent
movement.

The blood-oxygen level-dependent (BOLD) ac-
tivity seen in human hMT+/V5 to complex im-
ages implying motion (Kourtzi and Kanwisher,
2000; Senior et al., 2000) could be explained by
input from other regions of the cortex. Measure-
ment of event-related potentials (ERP) responses
from a dipole pair in the occipital lobe, consistent
with localization to hMT+/V5, showed that the
responses to the real motion of a random-dot
field were 100ms earlier than responses to static
images containing human figures implying motion
(Lorteije et al., 2006). The delay in the implied
motion response indicates that this information
arrives via a different and longer pathway. Kourtzi
and Kanwisher (2000) concluded that since infer-
ring information about still images depends upon
categorization and knowledge, this must be anal-
ysed elsewhere. The activation of hMT+/V5 by
implied motion of body images could be due to
top-down influences. Senior et al. (2000) suggested
that the activation they saw in hMT+/V5 is more
likely due to processing of the form of the image in
temporal cortex without the need for engagement
of conceptual knowledge. At present, there is no
evidence that cells in monkey MT are sensitive to
articulated human figures implying motion despite
active search (Jeanette Lorteije, personal commu-
nication).

Information about body posture and articula-
tion in a human figure is likely to come from re-
gions of the cortex that contain neurons sensitive
to body form. The superior temporal sulcus (STS)
in monkeys and the superior temporal gyrus
(STG) and nearby cortex in humans is widely be-
lieved to be responsible for processing socially
important information. Monkey STS contains
neurons that respond to movement of human
bodies (Bruce et al., 1981; Perrett et al., 1985), the
form (view) of human bodies (Wachsmuth et al.,
1994) and many appear to integrate motion and
form to code walking direction (Oram and Perrett,
1996; Jellema et al., 2004). It is not known, how-
ever, if cells exist that are sensitive to the pattern of
articulation that may differentiate postures asso-
ciated with motion from those associated with
standing still.

Giese and Poggio (2003) extended models of
object recognition (Riesenhuber and Poggio, 1999,
2002) to generate a plausible feed-forward model
of biological motion recognition. A critical postu-
late of Giese and Poggio’s model is the existence of
‘snapshot’ neurons, neurons tuned to differing de-
grees of articulation of bodies. Giese and Poggio
suggest that these neurons should be found in in-
ferotemporal (IT) or STS cortex, and would
feed-forward to neurons coding specific motion
patterns, e.g., walking (Oram and Perrett, 1996;
Jellema et al., 2004).

In this study we set out to investigate if neurons
in temporal cortex can code the degree of articu-
lation of a human figure. Video taping a person
walking or running produces a series of stills
capturing discrete moments in time. Some of
these stills show the person in an articulated
pose, others in less-articulated poses akin to stand-
ing still. We made use of such video footage in
order to compare the responses of STS neurons to
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a human figure articulated and standing. Neurons
in STS sensitive to non-walking articulated pos-
tures are also sensitive to actions leading to such
postures (Jellema and Perrett, 2003). It is possible,
however, to arrive at a posture from two different
directions, by walking forwards, or by walking
backwards, both movement directions are consist-
ent with the same static form. We therefore used
the video footage played forwards and backwards
to investigate how form sensitivity was related to
walking.

Following Giese and Poggio (2003) we hypoth-
esized that STS neurons would discriminate artic-
ulated postures from standing postures. We also
hypothesized that the ability to differentiate pos-
ture in static images would relate to sensitivity to
motion type for the same neurons. To this end
we explore the cells’ sensitivity to images of static
figures taken from video and movies containing
the same images, played forward and in reverse.
We also investigate the sensitivity to body view
since cells sensitive to static and moving bodies
exhibit viewpoint sensitivity (Perrett et al., 1991;
Oram and Perrett, 1996).
Methods

Physiological subjects, recording and reconstruction
techniques

One rhesus macaque, aged 9 years, was trained to
sit in a primate chair with head restraint. Using
standard techniques (Perrett et al., 1985), record-
ing chambers were implanted over both hemi-
spheres to enable electrode penetrations to reach
the STS. Cells were recorded using tungsten mi-
croelectrodes inserted through the dura mater. The
subject’s eye position (711) was monitored
(IView, SMI, Germany). A Pentium IV PC with
a Cambridge electronics CED 1401 interface run-
ning Spike 2 recorded eye position, spike arrival
and stimulus on/offset times.

After each electrode penetration, X-ray photo-
graphs were taken coronally and para-sagitally.
The positions of the tip of each electrode and
its trajectory were measured with respect to the
intra-aural plane and the skull’s midline. Using the
distance of each recorded neuron along the pen-
etration, a three-dimensional map of the position
of the recorded cells was calculated. Coronal sec-
tions were taken at 1mm intervals over the ante-
rior–posterior extent of the recorded neurons.
Alignment of sections with the X-ray co-ordinates
of the recording sites was achieved using the lo-
cation of microlesions and injection markers on
the sections.
Stimuli and presentation

Stimuli consisted of four (16 bit colour) movies of
a human walking and four images of the human in
different poses. One movie (4326ms duration) was
made by filming (Panasonic, NV-DX110, 3CCD
digital video camera) a human walking to the right
across a room (walk right). Each individual frame
of the movie was flipped horizontally to create a
second movie of the human walking to the left
(walk left). The frames of both of these movies
were arranged in the reverse order to create two
movies, one of the human walking to the right
backwards (walk right backwards) and the second
to a human walking to the left backwards (walk
left backwards). There were thus two movies of
compatible or forward walking (walk right, walk
left) and two movies of incompatible or backward
walking (walk right backwards, walk left back-
wards); two of these movies contained movement
in the rightwards direction (walk right, walk right
backwards) and two contained movement in the
leftwards direction (walk left, walk left back-
wards).

Two frames from the walk right movie were se-
lected, one when the human was in an articulated
pose with legs and arms away from the body (ar-
ticulated right) and one when the human appeared
to be standing with legs and arms arranged ver-
tically (standing right). In both frames the human
was in the centre of the room and the time between
the two poses was not more than 210ms. Both
frames were flipped horizontally to create two
more images (articulated left and standing left).
There were thus two images of an articulated hu-
man pose (articulated left, articulated right) and
two images of a standing pose (standing left,
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standing right); two images contained a view of a
human facing right (articulated right, standing
right) and two images contained a view of a hu-
man facing left (articulated right, standing right).

Stimuli were stored on an Indigo2 Silicon
Graphics workstation hard disk and presented
centrally subtending 251� 20.51 on a black
monitor screen (Sony GDM-20D11, resolution
25.7 pixels/deg, refresh rate 72Hz), 57 cm from the
subject. Movies were presented by rendering each
frame of the movie on the screen in sequence,
where each frame was presented for 42ms. Occa-
sionally, movies were presented in a shortened
form (duration 1092ms), where the earlier and
later frames were removed from the sequence to
show the human walking only across the centre of
the room.
Testing procedure

Responses were isolated using standard techniques,
and visualized using oscilloscopes. Responses were
defined as arising from either single units or mul-
tiple units. Both are referred to hereafter as ‘cells’,
44% was multiple units. Pre-testing was performed
with a search set of (on average 55) static images
and movies of different objects, bodies and body
parts previously shown to activate neurons in the
STS (Foldiak et al., 2003; Barraclough et al., 2005).
Within this search set were the four different
movies of a human walking and four different
static images of human forms. Initially, this screen-
ing set was used to test each cell with the images
and movies presented in a pseudorandom sequence
with a 500ms inter-stimulus interval, where no
stimulus was presented for the n+1 time until all
had been presented n times. Presentation com-
menced when the subject fixated within 731 of a
yellow dot presented centrally on the screen for
500ms. To allow for blinking, deviations outside
the fixation window lasting o100ms were ignored.
Fixation was rewarded with the delivery of fruit
juice. Spikes were recorded during the period of
fixation, if the subject looked away for longer than
100ms, spike recording and presentation of stimuli
stopped until the subject resumed fixation
for4500ms. Responses to each stimulus in the
screening set were displayed as online rastergrams
and post-stimulus time histograms (PSTHs)
aligned to stimulus onset. If after 4–6 trials the cell
gave a substantial response to one of the four
walking stimuli or four static human images as de-
termined by observing the online PSTHs, the ad-
ditional images and movies were removed and
testing resumed. From this point, cell responses
were saved to a hard disk for offline analysis.
Cell response analysis

Offline isolation of cells was performed using a
template-matching procedure and principal com-
ponents analysis (Spike2, CED, Cambridge, UK).
Each cell’s response to a stimulus in the experi-
mental test set was calculated by aligning segments
(duration4stimulus duration) in the continuous
recording, on each occurrence of that particular
stimulus (trials).

For each stimulus a PSTH was generated and a
spike density function (SDF) calculated by sum-
ming across trials (bin size ¼ 1ms) and smoothing
(Gaussian, s ¼ 10ms). Background spontaneous
activity (SA) was measured in the 250ms period
prior to stimulus onset. Response latencies to each
stimulus were measured as the first 1ms time bin,
where the SDF exceeded 3 SD above the sponta-
neous activity for over 25ms in the period follow-
ing stimulus onset (Oram and Perrett, 1992;
Edwards et al., 2003).

The response to each static image was measured
within a 250ms window starting at the stimulus
response latency. The response to each walking
movie was measured within a 500ms window
starting at the stimulus response latency. Subse-
quent analysis was performed if the cell’s response
to one of the stimuli was significantly (3 SD) above
the spontaneous background activity.

For each cell showing a significant visual re-
sponse, the responses to the static images were
entered into a 2-way ANOVA [articulation (artic-
ulated, standing) by view (left, right) with trials as
replicates]. Cells that showed a significant main
effect of articulation (po0.05) or a significant in-
teraction between articulation and view (PLSD
post-hoc test, po0.05) were classified as sensitive
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to articulation. Cells that showed a significant
main effect of view (po0.05) or a significant in-
teraction between articulation and view (PLSD
post-hoc test, po0.05) were classified as sensitive
to view.

The responses to the walking stimuli were en-
tered into a separate 2-way ANOVA [compatibi-
lity (forwards, backwards) by direction (left, right)
with trials as replicates]. Cells that showed a sig-
nificant main effect of compatibility (po0.05) or a
significant interaction between compatibility and
direction (PLSD post-hoc test, po0.05) were clas-
sified as sensitive to compatibility. Cells that
showed a significant main effect of direction
(po0.05) or a significant interaction between com-
patibility and direction (PLSD post-hoc test,
po0.05) were classified as sensitive to direction.

We were also interested in the responses to the
articulated human form as it occurred within the
walking sequences; this was achieved by measuring
responses within a 500ms window centred around
the point in time the articulated form frame oc-
curred within each walking movie. The responses
to the walking stimuli, measured in this fashion,
were entered into a separate 2-way ANOVA [com-
patibility (forwards, backwards) by direction (left,
right) with trials as replicates]. Cell responses
were analysed and cells classified in an analogous
fashion.
Results

We tested 55 cells that responded significantly (see
methods) to either static images of a human figure
or movies of a human walking.
Form-sensitive cells

Thirty-five of the 55 tested cells (64%) showed a
significant response to at least one image of a
human figure. The sensitivity to different images of
a human figure was tested for each cell using
ANOVA [articulation: (articulated or standing)
view: (left or right)]. Twenty (57%) of the 35 cells
responding to images of humans were sensitive to
the degree of articulation of the human figure
(see methods). Ten out of the twenty cells (50%)
responded significantly more to articulated human
figures than standing human figures, while the re-
maining ten (50%) responded significantly more to
standing human figures than articulated human
figures. The mean response latency to the most
effective stimulus for cells responding more to arti-
culated figures was 83ms (SEM 4.9ms), signifi-
cantly (t-test, t[18] ¼ 2.11, and p ¼ 0.049) less than
the mean response latency for cells responding
more to standing figures, 111ms (SEM 12.3ms).
For all other cells that did not differentiate
between articulated and standing figures the
mean response latency was 93ms (SEM 13.7ms).
Figure 1 shows the responses of a multiple unit
and a single unit sensitive to the degree of arti-
culation of a human figure.

The middle row in Fig. 1 shows the responses of
a multiple unit that responds significantly more to
the human figure in an articulated pose than a
standing pose. The mean response of the multiple
unit to the articulated human facing right was 113.6
spikes/s, this decreased to 56.8 spikes/s when the
human was standing facing right. The bottom row
in Fig. 1 shows the response of a single unit that is
also sensitive to the degree of articulation of a hu-
man figure, but prefers standing poses. The mean
response to the articulated human facing right was
80.4 spikes/s, this increased to 107.6 spikes/s when
the human was in a standing pose.

Of the 35 cells responding to a human form, 14
(40%) were sensitive to the direction the human
was facing (view) (see methods). Seven out of 14
(50%) of these view-sensitive cells were also sen-
sitive to the degree of articulation in the human
figure. Figure 2 shows the responses of an example
of a single unit that prefers articulated figures fac-
ing to the right (30.3 spikes/s). The responses to
the articulated human facing left (19.8 spikes/s),
standing human facing right (7.8 spikes/s) or
standing human facing left (6.8 spikes/s) are signi-
ficantly smaller.
Relationship between sensitivity to articulation and
motion during walking

To test how the sensitivity to static images of hu-
man figures was related to sensitivity to movies of



Fig. 1. Responses to human figures. (a) Grey-scale representa-

tions of the static visual images used to test responses. (b, c)

Plots of responses of a multiple unit and a single unit to the

images illustrated. The upper section of each plot shows indi-

vidual trial responses as rastergrams, the lower section the spike

density functions (SDFs) calculated from all trials (grey-

SEM) and the black bar in between indicates the onset and

duration of the stimulus. (b) Responses of a multiple unit to the

image of an articulated body (trials ¼ 21) and a standing body

(trials ¼ 20). The responses to articulated human forms were

greater than the responses to standing human forms (ANOVA:

articulation F[1,77] ¼ 21.79, po0.0001). (c) Responses of a single

unit to the image of an articulated body (trials ¼ 13)

and a standing body (trials ¼ 12). The response to the stand-

ing human form was greater than the response to the articulated

human form (ANOVA: interaction articulation� view

F[1,45] ¼ 7.629, p ¼ 0.0083 and PLSD post-hoc test, po0.05).

Fig. 2. Single cell responses to human figures articulated and

standing, facing right and left. Rastergrams and SDFs plotted

as in Fig. 1. The top row shows the responses to the articulated

human figure facing right (trials ¼ 21) and facing left (tri-

als ¼ 21). The bottom row shows the responses to the standing

human figure facing right (trials ¼ 21) and facing left (tri-

als ¼ 21). The responses to the articulated figures are greater

than the responses to the standing figures, and the responses to

the figure facing right are greater than the responses to the

figure facing left (ANOVA: articulation F[1,80] ¼ 40.214,

po0.0001, direction F[1,80] ¼ 4.18 and p ¼ 0.04).
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walking, the sensitivity to different walking movies
was calculated for all 35 cells showing a response
to a static image of a human figure. We were in-
terested in the responses to the key frames with
articulated and non-articulated human figures
as they occurred within a walking sequence; this
was achieved by centring the 500ms response
measurement window around the point in time the
articulated form frame occurred within each



Table 1. Test of sensitivity of cells to different movies of a human walking using ANOVA

Preferred walking

Preferred static figure Compatible Incompatible Non-discriminative Total

Articulated 5 1 4 10

Standing 0 6 4 10

Non-discriminative 2 3 10 15

Total 7 10 18 35

Association between cell sensitivity to body articulation in static images and sensitivity to type of walking movement. Compatible ¼ body facing the

direction of walking; incompatible ¼ body facing away from the direction of walking. Cell tuning for the degree of articulation of static body images

significantly predicted cell tuning for compatibility of walking.
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movie. The sensitivity to different movies of a hu-
man walking [compatibility: (forwards or back-
wards) by direction: (left or right)] was tested for
each cell using ANOVA (Table 1). Of the 20/35
cells sensitive to the degree of articulation in the
static human figure, 12 (60%) were also sensitive
to the compatibility of movement in the movies of
the human walking (see methods). For the 10 cells
that responded more to articulated human figures
in static images, five responded significantly more
to forward walking, one responded significantly
more to backward walking and four were not sen-
sitive to the compatibility of walking. For the 10
cells that responded more to standing human fig-
ures in static images, none responded significantly
more to forward walking, six responded signifi-
cantly more to backward walking and four were
not sensitive to the compatibility of walking. For
the 15/35 cells that were not sensitive to the degree
of articulation in the human figures, two re-
sponded significantly more to forward walking,
three responded significantly more to backward
walking and 10 were not sensitive to the compati-
bility of walking. In the cells showing sensitivity to
the degree of articulation in static images there was
an association between the preferred degree of ar-
ticulation for static images and the preferred com-
patibility of a walking human (Pearson w2 ¼ 8.571,
df ¼ 1, p ¼ 0.003 and Fisher’s exact test,
p ¼ 0.015).

Figure 3 illustrates the responses of a single unit
to static images and walking movies. The cell re-
sponds significantly more to a static image of an
articulated human figure facing to the right (25.6
spikes/s) than to a static image of a standing human
figure facing right (16.6 spikes/s). The cell also re-
sponds significantly more to a movie of walking
forwards to the right (26.8 spikes/s) than walking
backwards to the right (14.0 spikes/s). The frame
containing the articulated human form occurs
within the walking forwards movie at 1092ms
and the walking backwards movie at 1218ms.
An increase in the response to the walking forwards
movie can be seen both at the start of the movie
and at the time of the occurrence of the arti-
culated frame. No similar increase in the response
to the walking backward movie can be seen at
the start or at the time when the articulated frame
occurs.

Figure 4 illustrates an equivalent relationship bet-
ween responses to standing human figures and
walking backwards movies. The cell responds more
to a static image of standing human figure facing to
the left (23.7 spikes/s) than a static image of an
articulated human figure facing left (11.5 spikes/s).
The cell also responds more to a movie of walking
backwards to the right (22.2 spikes/s) than to a
movie of walking forwards to the left (15.7 spikes/s).
The frame containing the articulated human form
(in this case, to the left) occurs within both the
walking movies (walking to the left after 630ms and
walking backwards to the right after 714ms).

Illustrated in Fig. 4b are the responses of the
cell to the static images and walking movies in
the other directions. The left-hand column shows
the responses to a standing human form facing
right (2.4 spikes/s) and to an articulated form
facing right (5.0 spikes/s), the right column shows
the responses to walking backwards to the left
(5.6 spikes/s) and walking forwards to the right



Fig. 3. Responses of a single STS cell that prefers articulated

human figures and walking forwards. Rastergrams and SDFs

are plotted as in Fig. 1. The left column shows example of

responses to images. Top: responses to an articulated human

facing right (trials ¼ 21) and bottom: responses to a standing

human facing right (trials ¼ 21). The cell responds more to ar-

ticulated human figures than to standing human figures

(ANOVA: articulation, F[1,80] ¼ 7.472 and p ¼ 0.0077). The

right column shows example of responses to movies of walking.

Top: responses to walking right forwards (trials ¼ 21) and bot-

tom: responses to walking left backwards (trials ¼ 20). The cell

prefers compatible walking to incompatible walking (ANOVA:

compatibility, F[1,78] ¼ 4.365, p ¼ 0.039, interaction compati-

bility � direction, F[1,78] ¼ 20.982, po0.0001, PLSD post-hoc

test, po0.05).
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(3.2 spikes/s). The cell responds significantly more
to the static image of a human standing facing
left than any other static image and responds sig-
nificantly more to the movie of a human walking
backwards to the right than any other movie.
The illustrated cell is thus additionally sensitive
to the view of the human figure in the static
images and the walking direction in the walking
movies.
Cells sensitive to walking

Having established that a cell’s sensitivity to the
degree of articulation in a static image of a human
form can predict the cell’s sensitivity to the com-
patibility of walking stimuli, we wanted to know if
the inverse was true. Could knowing the sensitivity
to the compatibility of a walking human be used to
predict sensitivity to static images of human fig-
ures? We measured the responses to the four walk-
ing stimuli in a 500ms window starting at the
stimulus response latencies.

Fifty-two of 55 tested cells (95%) showed a sig-
nificant response to at least one movie of a human
walking. The sensitivity to different walking di-
rections [compatibility: (forwards or backwards),
direction: (left or right)] was tested in each cell
using ANOVA (Table 2). For 19 (36%) of the
52 cells the compatibility of walking was a signifi-
cant factor (see methods). Seven out of the 19 cells
(37%) responded more to walking forwards and
12 out of 19 cells (63%) responded more to walk-
ing backwards.

In the 19 cells sensitive to the compatibility of
walking, 12 (63%) were also sensitive to the de-
gree of articulation in the static image of the hu-
man figure. For the seven cells that responded
more to walking forwards, four responded sig-
nificantly more to articulated figures, none re-
sponded significantly more to standing figures in
static images and three were insensitive to the de-
gree of articulation of the static human figure. For
the 12 cells that responded more to walking back-
wards, one responded significantly more to artic-
ulated figures, four responded significantly more
to standing figures in static images and seven were
insensitive to the degree of articulation of the



Fig. 4. Responses of a single STS cell to static images and movies of a human walking. Rastergrams and SDFs plotted as in Fig. 1. (a)

The left column shows responses to static images, top: responses to a standing human facing left (trials ¼ 15) and bottom: responses to

articulated human facing left (trials ¼ 15). The cell responds more to standing figures than articulated figures (ANOVA: articulation,

F[1,57] ¼ 5.030, p ¼ 0.0288, interaction articulation � view, F[1,57] ¼ 10.950, p ¼ 0.0016, PLSD post-hoc test, po0.05). The right

column shows the responses to movies of walking, top: responses to walking right backwards (trials ¼ 16) and bottom: responses to

walking left forwards (trials ¼ 15). The cell responds more to incompatible walking to the right more than compatible walking to the

left (ANOVA: interaction compatibility � direction, F[1,57] ¼ 19.772, po0.00001, PLSD post-hoc test, po0.05). (b) The left column

shows responses to static images, top: responses to a standing human facing right (trials ¼ 15) and bottom: responses to an articulated

human facing right (trials ¼ 16). The cell responds less to figures facing right than to the left (ANOVA: view, F[1,57] ¼ 39.620,

po0.001), and responds more to a standing figure facing left than any other static image (ANOVA: interaction articulation� view,

F[1,57] ¼ 10.950, p ¼ 0.0016, PLSD post-hoc test, po0.05 each comparison). The right column shows the responses to movies of

walking, top: responses to walking left backwards (trials ¼ 15) and bottom: responses to walking right forwards (trials ¼ 15). The cell

responds more to incompatible walking to the right than any other walking stimulus (ANOVA: interaction compatibility�direction,

F[1,57] ¼ 19.772, po0.0001, PLSD post-hoc test, po0.05 for each comparison).
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static human figure. For the 33/52 cells that were
not sensitive to the compatibility of the walking
stimuli, 4 responded significantly more to articu-
lated human figures, 5 responded significantly
more to standing human figures and 24 were in-
sensitive to the degree of articulation of the static
human figure. In the cells showing sensitivity to
the compatibility of walking, there was an asso-
ciation between the preferred compatibility and
the preferred degree of articulation of a human
figure (Pearson w2 ¼ 5.76, df ¼ 1 and p ¼ 0.016)
(Fisher’s exact test, p ¼ 0.048).



Table 2. Test of sensitivity of cells to different walking directions using ANOVA

Preferred static figure

Preferred walking stimulus Articulated Standing Non-discriminative Total

Compatible 4 0 3 7

Incompatible 1 4 7 12

Non-discriminative 4 5 24 33

Total 9 9 34 52

Association between cell sensitivity to type of walking movement and degree of body articulation in static images. Compatible ¼ body facing the

direction of walking; incompatible ¼ body facing away from the direction of walking. Cell tuning for compatibility of walking significantly predicted cell

tuning in the degree of articulation of static body images.
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Histological localization

Cells showing sensitivity to static images of human
forms and movies of a human walking were found
in the target area of the upper bank, lower bank
and fundus of rostral STS and inferotemporal
cortex. As defined in previous studies (Desimone
and Gross, 1979; Bruce et al., 1981, 1986; Baylis
et al., 1987; Hikosaka et al., 1988; Distler et al.,
1993; Seltzer and Pandya, 1994; Saleem et al.,
2000), rostral STS is the region of cortex in the
upper bank (TAa, TPO), lower bank (TEa, TEm)
and fundus (PGa, IPa) of the STS that lies rostral
to the fundus of the superior temporal area (FST).
The anterior–posterior extent of the recorded cells
was from 6.9 to 10.5mm posterior of the anterior
commissure. We saw no apparent concentration of
cells showing sensitivity to one figure or walking
type within sub-regions of the STS. Figure 5 shows
the position of all neurons that responded to at
least one of the stimuli tested.
Discussion

The results of this study show two main findings:
(1) Fifty-seven per cent of STS neurons that re-
spond to static images of a human figure are sen-
sitive to the degree of articulation of the figure
itself. (2) There is an association between STS
neuronal response sensitivity to the degree of ar-
ticulation of a human figure and sensitivity to the
compatibility between the direction of locomotion
and view of the body of a human walking. For
the cells that were sensitive to both the degree of
articulation of a human figure in a static image
and compatibility of walking: cells that ‘preferred’
articulated human figures ‘preferred’ compatible
walking (walking forwards), cells that ‘preferred’
standing human figures ‘preferred’ incompatible
walking (walking backwards).

STS neurons have been known to be sensitive to
the form of faces (Bruce et al., 1981; Perrett et al.,
1982), body parts (Perrett et al., 1989) and whole
bodies (Wachsmuth et al., 1994) for a significant
time. The cells sensitive to the articulation of a
human figure described here are a novel subset of
STS neurons that code the form of whole bodies.
A previous study of STS cell responses to whole
bodies described cells that were sensitive to the left
or right view of the body (Wachsmuth et al., 1994).
In this study many cells selectively responded to
one articulation type irrespective of the view of the
figure, others, however, were additionally sensitive
to the view of the body.

The model of Giese and Poggio (2003) describ-
ing a feed-forward model of motion recognition
was reliant upon the existence of a subset of neu-
rons in IT or STS responding selectively to differ-
ent ‘snapshots’ of a human walking. The neurons
we describe here might potentially represent snap-
shots. Giese and Poggio’s model, however, used
21 types of snapshot neuron, tuned to 21 different
degrees of articulation of the human figure. We
demonstrate only two types of snapshots, articu-
lated and standing, we did not investigate inter-
mediate poses. Further fine-grained analysis of the
number of prototypical poses would be needed
to reveal full supporting physiological evidence
for Giese and Poggio’s model. The number of
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Fig. 5. Location of cells responding to walking movies or im-

ages of human poses. (a) Positions along the STS illustrated on

a schematic representation of the brain of the six sections

shown in (c). (b) Photograph of the section at �8.1mm (pos-

terior from the anterior commissure — ac). (c) Photographs of

six sections (�6.9, �7.5, �8.1, �8.7, �9.9, �10.5) cropped and

enlarged to illustrate the right and left STSs where cells were

recorded. In order to illustrate the grey matter–white matter

boundary, the contrasts of the photographs have been en-

hanced using Adobe Photoshop [The 8 bit contrast range from

91 to 177 was increased to the range from 0 to 255]. All 55 cells

responding to at least one visual stimulus are plotted, where:

cells sensitive to the articulation of a human figure in static

images and compatibility during walking (white circles), cells

sensitive to the articulation of a human figure (white triangles),

cells sensitive to compatibility during walking (black squares),

cells responsive to stimuli but not sensitive to articulation of a

human figure or compatibility during walking (black dia-

monds). The black arrow indicates the position of a marker

lesion used during the reconstruction.
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prototypical poses could beo21, as acknowledged
by Giese and Poggio, and depending upon the
tuning to the degree of articulation of the human
figure. It is worth noting that the STS neurons
code all head views in the horizontal plane, but
show a biased distribution for prototypical head
views (namely face, left and right profile, and
back), and broad tuning –– 60% bandwidth (Perrett
et al., 1991). Several computational models (Ull-
man, 1989) use interpolation between key templates
to ‘recognize’ intermediate views. A similar mech-
anism may interpolate between a small number of
key postures.

Neurons sensitive to the degree of articulation of
a human figure might be used in coding walking
movements of other agents when visual information
is degraded. ‘Biological motion’ stimuli, consisting
of points of light attached to a human in the dark,
result in a vivid perception of a walking figure
where no form information is available to the visual
system (Johansson, 1973). The conventional inter-
pretation is that multiple local motion vectors
for each point of light are first calculated within a
motion processing system before integration to
generate a form signal and the perception of a par-
ticular type of action. In a recent study, the position
of each light dot on the human walking figure was
moved to a different point on the figure between
each frame of the biological motion movie
(Beintema and Lappe, 2002). Perception of the
form of the walking human was similar to the con-
ventional biological motion stimulus even though
local motion vectors could not be used to generate
a global biological motion signal. Beintema and
Lappe suggest that templates of different articu-
lated human figures might be used to interpret these
biological motion stimuli. Interestingly, some cells
recorded in the STS that are sensitive to biological
motion stimuli also respond entirely to static body
views (unpublished observations). It remains to
be seen if the cells recorded here are sensitive to
biological motion stimuli and thus represent the
templates proposed by Beintema and Lappe.

Similar to the finding of Jellema and Perrett
(2003) we found an association between sensitivity
to static forms and sensitivity to articulating ac-
tions. Jellema and Perrett’s study, however,
used actors moving and posing, thereby creating
3-D articulation between the head and trunk
and between the upper and lower body. The
association between sensitivity to static forms and
articulated actions in this study were shown
with video stimuli, in 2-D, and articulation was
between the limbs and body in the cyclic action of
walking.
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This association shows how these cells code
walking from images of human figures in the ab-
sence of motion information. Forward walking and
backward walking, coded by STS neurons (Oram
and Perrett, 1994, 1996), are two different mean-
ingful actions. It is important for survival and so-
cial interaction to be able to interpret if a predator/
prey/friend is approaching or backing away. You
would gain a considerable advantage from detect-
ing a predator approaching despite being afforded
only a brief glimpse. During walking forwards and
walking backwards, however, a figure cycles
through the same repertoire of postures, only in a
different sequence (the kinematics will be slightly
different). It is possible that a glimpse of an
articulated posture could arise from a figure walk-
ing either forwards or backwards. We however
interpret articulated figures as walking forwards
(Pavlova et al., 2002). Coding of forward walking
in cells that respond significantly to articulated fig-
ures is consistent with this bias in our perception.

It is slightly more difficult to interpret the asso-
ciation between the sensitivity for standing pos-
tures and walking backwards. One approach is to
regard the mutually exclusive postures and behav-
iours as opposite to each other. A standing figure
cannot also be adopting an articulated posture,
and we consistently interpret standing figures as
not moving (unlike articulated figures). An agent
backing away cannot also be approaching, since
approaching and retreating behaviours involve
opposite directions of motion. Increased responses
to backward walking for cells that are selective for
standing postures is consistent with this associa-
tion and might represent an opponent population
of cells to those that code forward walking and
articulated postures.

Human cortex contains hMT+/V5 and poste-
rior STS/superior temporal gyrus (STG), which are
homologous regions to monkey MT and STS, re-
spectively. Assuming the presence of similar cells in
both species, the response sensitivity described here
could explain activity to images implying motion in
human hMT+/V5 (Kourtzi and Kanwisher,
2000), but less activity in STS. Images implying
motion would activate STS cells that are tuned to
articulated postures, and this information could be
relayed to area hMT+/V5. The presence of an
equal number of cells tuned to both articulated and
standing postures in the STS result in a reduced net
activation of this region with the contrast (implied
motion –– static) used by Kourtzi and Kanwisher
to detect a response to implied motion.

One aspect we chose not to investigate here was
the relationship between the direction the human
figure faced in the static images (view) and the
direction of movement during walking. This ac-
tion was taken as our analysis consisted of re-
peatedly classifying responses and subdividing
into separate cell populations. With an initial
population of 55 cells, a further subdivision of
cells into groups sensitive to each possible per-
mutation of articulation and view would make
each sub-group too small for meaningful statis-
tics. Figure 4, however, illustrates the responses of
a cell that could not only code motion (or in this
cell’s case, absence of motion), but also direction.
The cell responded more to the static image of a
human figure facing to the left; static images of
humans facing to the right were ineffectual. The
sensitivity to static images was consistent with the
sensitivity to walking stimuli in only one direc-
tion. Thus, the responses of this cell can be inter-
preted as coding ‘not moving’, or ‘not moving to
the left’. More extensive studies of larger popu-
lations of neurons will enable analyses to deter-
mine if the neurons we describe here can signal
motion or absence of motion in specific directions
from static images.
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